
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
   
 

Hi Roy, 
  
Many thanks for your e mail and your interest in the Bats within and around your house at ONGR. 
  
The photos you have sent me are good ones and thus some I can advise on. The first photo is of a 
couple Mauritian Tomb Bats which are wonderful Bats that are specific moth eaters. They are normally in 
small numbers, 1s, 2s or 3s, and if more they are likely to be spread out and just below the eaves and 
probably do not exceed twenty or so. They are very fast flying and normally live about 3 to 4 metres up on 
the trunks of large trees such as Marulas where the branches come out well above the ground. But in 
recent years, being adaptable and adventitious, they have adapted very well to living under the eaves of 
rooves – to the dismay of some people – principally because they do urinate and defecate on the walls. I 
always appeal to people to please tolerate the bit of mess and perhaps wipe it off at the onset of winter, 
when they disappear for about 4 months, or to put a dash of paint over the messed area. There is no form 
of Bat House for them as they like to live exposed to the outward space and do not even enter rooves. 
  
The second species is the very high tech – in echo location and feeding terms – Common (Egyptian) Slit-
faced Bat. These Bats feed on all manner of insects from aerial, gleaning and off the ground feeding 
skills. They usually roost by day in Antbear – Aardvark – burrows or similar, in hollow Baobabs. small 
caves or portions or large caves, and even in under road culvets, and occasionally in thatched buildings, 
cellars or portions of out buildings. They do not realistically occupy formal Bat Houses, but I have a 
colony at my house in Hennops River – west of Pretoria - that roost for most of summer in a thatched 
‘cottage’ that I have adapted for them. They do frustrate many countryside residents for their habit of 
hanging up in lapas, or (usually) thatched verandahs, (and in garages (and I joke) where ‘BMWs’ are 



parked - but also other vehicles). They tend to use these hang up facilities as temporary feeding posts, 
and while often this only occurs late at night, if undisturbed they will also commence this habit earlier in 
the evening. They capture moths, katydids and crickets etc, and dismember them by casting off the hard 
dry legs and wings etc and devour the fleshy parts. While at this behaviour, the insect litter messes up the 
flood below, and added to that are the faeces and urine of the Bats. This habit frustrates people, and 
most particularly where catering areas are concerned. This is a very difficult habit to break, and despite 
their dirty habit, they are doing a very useful task of capturing many nuisance – and perhaps harmful – 
insects. 
  
The ‘much smaller very black Bat with a tail’ that you mention inside the roof space will be one of the 
Free-tailed Bat species – Angolan or Little most probably – as the Midas is quite a large Free-tailed Bat. 
These are the most classic invaders of manmade structures, and unfortunately, they are usually quite 
pungent and their droppings often foul living spaces. They are also very useful eaters of harmful insect 
pests, mainly crop pests, so are vitally beneficial in the environment. These are Bats with which I have 
done a lot of work, and the large Bat Houses are designed for them. But in conjunction to putting up a Bat 
House or two, it is also necessary to seal the spaces under the roof eaves to exclude them – not always 
easy – but the Bat Houses should be fitted first to allow for their movements.    
  
  
By chance, last Saturday evening at an extended family related party, I met Jock and Liz McKenzie, and 
Liz’s brother Mike and wife, Ray (I think). They are also owners at ONGR and showed a great interest in 
the Bats around there. They may also be interested in me visiting ONGR.          
  
I hope the above is helpful to you. I will look forward to hearing from you. I trust you enjoy your visit which 
seems timed to coincide with the World Cup.  Hopefully it turns out to be one of the best to date. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
Nigel Fernsby. 
    
  
 

 
 


